
Definition of Tax 

A fee charged ("levied") by a government on a product, income, or activity
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Vocabulary:

• a sum of money demanded by a government for its support or for specific facilities or 

services, levied upon incomes, property, sales, etc. 

• obligation, duty, or demand

• verb (used with object) 

o to demand a tax from(a person, business,etc.). 

o to demand a tax in consideration of the possession or occurrence of (income, 

goods, sales, etc.), usually in proportion to the value of money involved. 

o to lay a burden on; make serious demands on: to tax one's resources. 

The purpose of taxation is to finance government expenditure. One of the most important 

uses of taxes is to finance public goods and services, such as street lighting and street 

cleaning. Since public goods and services do not allow a non-payer to be excluded, or 

allow exclusion by a consumer, there cannot be a market in the good or service, and so they 

need to be provided by the government or a quasi-government agency, which tend to finance 

themselves largely through taxes. 

(see http://finance.mapsofworld.com/tax/meaning.html OR 

http://www.investorwords.com/4879/tax.html) 

Why Do We Pay Taxes?  

Why do we need taxes? Why shouldn't we just pay individually for what we use? 

There are many services (Social Security, health care, national defense and social services 

such as food stamps and housing, public schools, safe highways, health care, prisons and 

social services for low-income citizens, police and fire protection) offered to citizens that 

could not be managed effectively under any other system. WHY?  

WHY is market system not suitable…? Because of the characteristics of public goods. 

Privat goods (rival among consumers + excludable goods producer) – market system with 

market prices is efficient and production is optimal. Price is equal to marginal costs (P as a 

MR = MC, golden rule of perfect competition). 

Public goods (non-rival (use side (demand)) + non excludable (on source side (supply))  

• non-rivality  means MC=0 so golden role induces zero price (MC = P = 0)  

• non excludability induces free rider effect (no one will pay for the good which can be 

accessible freely)  

Merit goods – Musgrave (Urbanek 47 – Jackson, Brown) pointed out: “Sometimes if given 

the freedom, individuals are unlikely to choose the most appropriate amount of goods – say 

education, health care, pension insurance… see externalities and behavioral economics”.  

AND society prefers the principle called "ability to pay."  The more money we earn, the 

more taxes we pay.  And the opposite is also true.  If we earn a small income, we pay less 

taxes. 

ON the contrary market prefers “benefit principle”.  But society produces public good 

especially for the use of poor people, so those should pay for that… but sometimes are not 

able to pay… Society is based on solidarity generated by redistributive taxation (again the 

principle "ability to pay"). 

See: http://www.investorwords.com/4879/tax.html#ixzz1n0xwBunq OR 

(http://www.sctax.org/dor_help/Why+Do+We+Pay+Taxes.htm) 

Market failure correction - Taxes can correct for externalities and other forms of market 

failure (such as monopoly, externality). 



Measure of government policy (stabilization function – Keynes and his Functional 

finance) - Import taxes may control imports and therefore help the country's international 

balance of payments and protect industries from overseas competition. 

See - Lerner, A. 1941. The economic steering wheel. University Review, June, 2–8., 

http://community.middlebury.edu/~colander/articles/functional%20finance%20article.pdf) 

In summation, although unpopular (and many may argue, unfair), taxes are a necessity. 

The standard of living of a modern society demands it; governments must collect the 

revenues in order to provide the goods and services that their citizens need, want and 

demand. The prevalent principle is “ability to pay”. 

Tax incidence – graphical and numerical examples 

Macroeconomic effects of taxation (multipliers) 


